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The Vietnam War
2010-08-27

hailed as a pithy and compelling account of an intensely relevant topic
kirkus reviews this wide ranging volume offers a superb account of a key
moment in modern u s and world history drawing upon the latest research
in archives in china russia and vietnam mark lawrence creates an
extraordinary panoramic view of all sides of the war his narrative
begins well before american forces set foot in vietnam delving into
french colonialism s contribution to the 1945 vietnamese revolution and
revealing how the cold war concerns of the 1950s led the united states
to back the french the heart of the book covers the american war ranging
from the overthrow of ngo dinh diem and the impact of the tet offensive
to nixon s expansion of the war into cambodia and laos and the final
peace agreement of 1973 finally lawrence examines the aftermath of the
war from the momentous liberalization doi moi in vietnam to the enduring
legacy of this infamous war in american books films and political debate

The First World War
2010-09-16

a second edition of this book is now available in a compact but
comprehensive and clear narrative this book explores the first world war
from a genuinely global perspective putting a human face on the war
william kelleher storey brings to life individual decisions and
experiences as well as environmental and technological factors such as
food geography manpower and weapons without neglecting traditional
themes the author s deft interweaving of the role of environment and
technology enriches our understanding of the social political and
military history of the war not only in europe but throughout the world

A Concise History of the Second World War: Its
Origin, Battles and Consequences
2019-06-26

merriam press world war 2 history series in the history of human
existence no conflict has cratered the earth its people and their ways
of living like world war ii the battles that blazed across the globe
from the late 1930s until 1945 caused more than sixty million deaths
this writing aspires to present the tale of world war ii in a concise
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yet digestible fashion and to stimulate the reader to delve further into
its history in addition to the what where and when of war it is
appropriate to consider what forces and flaws contributed to the war s
emergence this book begins with a review of the events and circumstances
that gave birth to the conflict then comes a discussion of the war s
action in every significant theater of combat the book closes with the
human and economic costs of the conflict an evaluation of the intended
and unintended consequences of world war ii and ethical questions the
war has brought to the surface 19 photos 16 maps sources

The Second Indochina War
2008-10-17

now in a thoroughly revised edition this influential book offers a
concise history of the vietnam war as seen by all sides not just from
the american perspective retaining its invaluable account of the
strategies perspectives and internal politics of the vietnamese
communists based on research in primary documents and interviews in
saigon and hanoi this completely updated and expanded edition
incorporates the avalanche of documentation and secondary literature in
both english and vietnamese that has appeared over the past two decades
distinguished scholar william s turley traces the conflict from its
origins in the colonial period to its aftermath and shows how the local
national regional and global layers of conflict blended into a single
event of great complexity he takes a refreshingly objective look at
contentious issues and concludes with a penetrating assessment of the
claims justifications and lessons that scholars statesmen and
strategists have advanced since the war s end more information is
available on the author s website

The Civil War
2011-02-10

one hundred and fifty years after the first shots were fired on fort
sumter the civil war still captures the american imagination and its
reverberations can still be felt throughout america s social and
political landscape louis p masur s the civil war a concise history
offers a masterful and eminently readable overview of the war s multiple
causes and catastrophic effects masur begins by examining the complex
origins of the war focusing on the pulsating tensions over states rights
and slavery the book then proceeds to cover year by year the major
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political social and military events highlighting two important themes
how the war shifted from a limited conflict to restore the union to an
all out war that would fundamentally transform southern society and the
process by which the war ultimately became a battle to abolish slavery
masur explains how the war turned what had been a loose collection of
fiercely independent states into a nation remaking its political
cultural and social institutions but he also focuses on the soldiers
themselves both union and confederate whose stories constitute nothing
less than america s iliad in the final chapter masur considers the
aftermath of the south s surrender at appomattox and the clash over the
policies of reconstruction that continued to divide president and
congress conservatives and radicals southerners and northerners for
years to come in 1873 mark twain and charles dudley wrote that the war
had wrought so profoundly upon the entire national character that the
influence cannot be measured short of two or three generations from the
vantage of the war s sesquicentennial this concise history of the entire
civil war era offers an invaluable introduction to the dramatic events
whose effects are still felt today

A Concise History of Warfare
2000

this text is the fruit of a lifetime spent in the study and tactics of
war by the author lord montgomery he takes account of the human factor
in war and permeates the text with his particular and well remembered
idiosyncrasies

Twentieth-Century War and Conflict
2014-06-27

twentieth century war and conflict with rich entries that highlight the
political context strategic significance and tactical detail of each
conflict this encyclopedia is an essential reference for students of
military history and strategic studies theo farrell king s college
london drawn from the award winning five volume encyclopedia ofwar
choice outstanding academic title 2013 the single volume twentieth
century war and conflict provides an essential guide to the conflicts
and concepts that shaped warfare in the twentieth century and up to the
present day this concise reference contains a range of entries from 1
000 to 6 000 words long each written by a leading international scholar
this concise encyclopedia provides full coverage of global conflicts and
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themes in twentieth century war world wars i and ii are covered by 10
separate entries lesser conflicts are also incorporated in this volume
including the russo japanese war the greco turkish war the falklands war
the soviet war in afghanistan the gulf wars and more issues such as
chemical warfare ethnic cleansing psychological warfare and women and
war also receive substantial treatment making this an invaluable
resource for students and general readers alike

The Law in War
2018-05-30

this book provides a comprehensive yet concise overview of key issues
related to the regulation of armed hostilities between states and
between states and non state groups coverage begins with an explanation
of the conditions that result in the applicability of international
humanitarian law and then subsequently addresses how the law influences
a broad range of operational humanitarian and accountability issues that
arise during military operations each chapter provides a clear and
comprehensive explanation of humanitarian law focusing especially on how
it impacts operations the chapters also highlight both contemporary
controversies in the field and potentially emerging norms of the law the
book is an ideal text for students studying international humanitarian
law for the first time as well as an excellent introduction for students
and practitioners of public international law and international
relations

The Concise Encyclopedia of World War II: M-Z
2010

from the battlefields to the corridors of power from the barracks to the
home front the concise encyclopedia of world war ii provides a complete
portrait of the war entries not only address major battles and campaigns
but political economic and cultural issues as well plus brief portraits
illustrate the conflict s commanding personalities its global
perspective notably corrects the usual western focus of world war ii
studies incorporating a wealth of information on often underreported
topics such as the eastern front and the sino japanese war page 4 of
cover
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The Story of the Civil War
1895

this book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great
significance and value to literature this forms a part of the knowledge
base for future generations so that the book is never forgotten we have
represented this book in a print format as the same form as it was
originally first published hence any marks or annotations seen are left
intentionally to preserve its true nature

World War II: A Concise History
2020-04

in 1914 the world engaged in global conflict that was to scar human
history and redefine the meaning of the word war known as the great war
decades of burgeoning imperialism and the formation of complex alliances
brought the world s great powers face to face in conflict on a hitherto
unprecedented scale when the war ended in 1918 four empires had ceased
to exist the map of europe had been redrawn and a generation of young
men had been lost this book tells the story of the conflict dubbed the
war to end all wars

The Concise History of WWI
2014-01-01

this book provides an overview of the civil war one of the most
significant events in american history it covers the major battles key
figures and societal changes that resulted from the conflict readers
will gain a greater understanding of the war s impact on the nation and
the world this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know
it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that
this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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The Story of the Civil War
2023-07-18

excerpt from the american civil war a concise history of its causes
progress and results i could get no book of convenient size dealing with
the whole war by land and sea nor any work in which contemporary events
were sufficiently kept together so as to explain the varying phrases of
the war or had maps of satisfactory size on standardized scales none set
forth the real causes of the war or a summary of its results or gave
sufficient attention to the distracting effect of the operations of
napoleon iii in mexico about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

The American Civil War
2016-09-28

this is a new release of the original 1946 edition

The American Civil War
1910

the washington post co presents a collection of articles related to war
and peace in the middle east the articles were published in the
washington post newspaper

World War Ii
2013-10

war organized violence against an enemy of the state seems part and
parcel of the american journey indeed the united states was established
by means of violence as ordinary citizens from new hampshire to georgia
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answered george washington s call to arms since then war has become a
staple of american history counting the war for independence the united
states has fought the armed forces of other nations at least twelve
times averaging a major conflict every twenty years in so doing the
objectives have been simple advance the cause of freedom protect u s
interests and impose america s will upon a troubled world more often
than not the results have been successful as america s military has
accounted itself well yet the cost has been high in both blood and
treasure americans have fought and died around the globe on land at sea
and in the air without doubt their actions have shaped the world in
which we live in this comprehensive collection terence t finn provides a
set of narratives each concise and readable on the twelve major wars
america has fought he explains what happened and why such places as
saratoga and antietam manila bay and midway are important to an
understanding of america s past readers will easily be able to brush up
on their history and acquaint themselves with those individuals and
events that have helped define the united states of america

War and Peace in the Middle East
1995-08

a fine survey of how a nation came to be recognized for its military
supremacy despite losing two world wars midwest book review in the
decades leading up to world war ii the world was in awe of the prussian
german military seeking to emulate what esteemed german military history
scholar robert m citino has termed the german way of war military
professionals around the globe became fluent in the tactical jargon
bewegungskrieg schwerpunckt auftragstaktik fingerspitzengefuhl and of
course blitzkrieg at the same time german warfare would become closely
associated with the bloodiest and cruelest era in the history of mankind
the german wars a concise history 1859 1945 outlines the history of
european warfare from the wars of german unification to the end of world
war ii author michael a palmer looks at political social economic and
military developments across europe and the united states during this
crucial period in world history in order to demonstrate the lasting
impact of the german wars on the modern age palmer has succeeded in
creating an outstanding short history of the german wars that influenced
the development of europe and the world in the 19th and 20th centuries
it s a terrific introduction and overview of the subject armchair
general a provocative look at the methods that germany used to wage war
and why ultimately they failed military heritage this is an excellent
book highly readable it would be an excellent addition to the library of
any military historian public library university library as well as
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personal collection of persons with interest in european or trans
atlantic history kepler s military history book reviews

America at War
2014-01-07

the editor gratefully acknowledges the many other foundation center
staff who contributed support encouragement and information that was
indispensable to the preparation of this volume special mention should
also be made of the staff members of the new york washington dc
cleveland san francisco and atlanta libraries who asslsted in tracking
changes in foundation information we would like to express our
appreciation as well to the many foundations that cooperated fully in
updating information prior to the compilation of the foundation
directory book jacket

The German Wars
2010-11-15

world war one a concise history the great war the first world war was
supposed to be the war that ended all wars hence the name the great war
the great war was off to a bad start from the german perspective the
plan was to fend off france and russia while focusing on the main
purpose helping austria hungary deal with serbia the loss of life in the
great war was immense scott s other books unforgettable world war ii
aftermath of the extraordinary second world war unforgettable vietnam
war the american war in vietnam war in the jungle hitler s war and the
horrific account of the holocaust on the brink of nuclear war cuban
missile crisis soviet union cuba and the united states the forgotten
heroes untold stories of the extraordinary world war ii courage survival
resistance and rescue the forgotten women heroes second world war untold
stories the women heroes in the extraordinary world war two this is a
first world war history book

The Concise Encyclopedia of World War II
2010-04-22

map best viewed on a tablet device an account of the spanish civil war
which portrays the struggles of the war as well as discussing the wider
implications of the revolution in the republican zone the emergence of
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brutal dictatorship on the nationalist side and the extent to which the
spanish war prefigured world war ii

World War One: A Concise History - The Great War
2014-01-09

a brief history of the spanish american war written by william a
johnston a historian and scholar of american foreign policy the book
provides a balanced and insightful analysis of the causes conduct and
consequences of the war and offers a timely reminder of how
international conflicts can shape the course of history this work has
been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations
within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as
no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough
to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

A Concise History of the Spanish Civil War
1898

signed on june 28 1919 between germany and the principal allied powers
the treaty of versailles formally ended world war i problematic from the
very beginning even its contemporaries saw the treaty as a mediocre
compromise creating a precarious order in europe and abroad and destined
to fall short of ensuring lasting peace at the time observers read the
treaty through competing lenses a desire for peace after five years of
disastrous war demands for vengeance against germany the uncertain
future of colonialism and most alarmingly the emerging threat of
bolshevism a century after its signing we can look back at how those
developments evolved through the twentieth century evaluating the treaty
and its consequences with unprecedented depth of perspective the author
of several award winning books michael s neiberg provides a lucid and
authoritative account of the treaty of versailles explaining the
enormous challenges facing those who tried to put the world back
together after the global destruction of the world war i rather than
assessing winners and losers this compelling book analyzes the many
subtle factors that influenced the treaty and the dominant at times
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ambiguous role of the big four leaders woodrow wilson of the united
states david lloyd george of great britain vittorio emanuele orlando of
italy and georges clémenceau of france the treaty of versailles was not
solely responsible for the catastrophic war that crippled europe and the
world just two decades later but it played a critical role as neiberg
reminds us to understand decolonization world war ii the cold war and
even the complex world we inhabit today there is no better place to
begin than with world war i and the treaty that tried and perhaps failed
to end it

The Story of the Civil War
2023-07-18

this is a new release of the original 1946 edition

History Up to Date: A Concise Account of the War
of 1898 Between the United States and Spain
2017-07-03

merriam press world war 2 history no 24 first edition 2016 in the
history of human existence no conflict has cratered the earth its people
and their ways of living like world war ii the battles that blazed
across the globe from the late 1930s until 1945 caused more than sixty
million deaths almost every corner of society heard gunfire nations were
destroyed others founded and some reconfigured philosophies of
government were tested and frequently found lacking reputations were won
and lost tyranny was commonplace some but not all tyrants were toppled
for many decades now civilization has shuddered at the brutal impact of
this war this writing aspires to present the tale of world war ii in a
concise yet digestible fashion and to stimulate the reader to delve
further into its history consider questions such as these when where and
how did the combatants face the challenges of this brutal conflict who
sided with whom why and what help did each participant furnish who
evidenced courage and when did cowardice prevail where were the military
successes and blunders were the techniques of war ethically appropriate
how why and when did the fighting end what were the intended and
unintended consequences of world war ii where did the loss of life
strike hardest what were the economic and social tolls and achievements
what of lasting value has civilization gleaned from the conflict in
addition to the what where and when of war it is appropriate to consider
what forces and flaws contributed to the war s emergence the following
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may be found in almost any war but all were abundant in world war ii
ambition for increased food supplies and natural resources hunger for
territorial gains retribution for perceived wrongs expressions of
nationalism critical alliances and failed compacts troubled economies
expanding and contracting political power isolationism a contest between
theories of government e g communism versus capitalism efforts to
eradicate ethnic groups totalitarian regimes this book begins with a
review of the events and circumstances that gave birth to the conflict
then comes a discussion of the war s action in every significant theater
of combat north africa europe the soviet union southeast asia the
pacific islands and japan the history is presented not in conventional
prose but in nuggets of information designed to provide substance
without extended length in any book on world war ii the author faces a
challenge should all events be presented in pure chronological order or
is the material more comprehensible if divided in some logical way i
have elected to separate the events of the war into two parts the
european north african battlegrounds and the conflicts in the pacific
theater while this approach has the disadvantage of bifurcating the time
line of events hopefully it offers the advantage of an improved
understanding of action in each major war locale the writing closes with
a discussion of the human and economic costs of the conflict an
evaluation of the intended and unintended consequences of world war ii
and ethical questions the war has brought to the surface 19 photos 16
maps sources

The Treaty of Versailles
2013-10

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to
the original work as possible therefore you will see the original
copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world and other
notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a
historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work
is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
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knowledge alive and relevant

World War Ii
2011-04-01

a classroom resource for educating school students in the contribution
of australian women during wartime over the past century fully
illustrated with colourful images from the collections of the australian
war memorial this is a concise edition of the 2008 publication

A Concise History of the Civil War
2016-04-13

excerpt from history up to date a concise account of the war of 1898
between the united states and spain its causes and the treaty of paris
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of
rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state
of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy
in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the
vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works

A Concise History of the Second World War: Its
Origin, Battles and Consequences
1991

this is a curated and comprehensive collection of the most important
works covering matters related to national security diplomacy defense
war strategy and tactics the collection spans centuries of thought and
experience and includes the latest analysis of international threats
both conventional and asymmetric it also includes riveting first person
accounts of historic battles and wars some of the books in this series
are reproductions of historical works preserved by some of the leading
libraries in the world as with any reproduction of a historical artifact
some of these books contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures
errant marks etc we believe these books are essential to this collection
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and the study of war and have therefore brought them back into print
despite these imperfections we hope you enjoy the unmatched breadth and
depth of this collection from the historical to the just published works

The Concise Illustrated History of the Civil War
2016-08-24

the first world war continues to fascinate its profound effect on
politics and society is still felt today yet it remains a greatly
misunderstood conflict shrouded in myths and misperceptions in the
palgrave concise historical atlas of the first world war philpott and
hughes leading young historians of the conflict draw on recent
scholarship to present a clear introduction to the war in fifty maps
accompanied by supporting text and statistical tables they survey the
main battles and political features of the war this concise volume will
give students and general readers important insights into the nature and
effects of world war

AMER CIVIL WAR A CONCISE HIST
2020-03-31

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to
the original work as possible therefore you will see the original
copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world and other
notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a
historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work
is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant

Australian Women in War (concise Edition)
2015-07-01
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in the tet offensive of 1968 viet cong and north vietnamese forces
launched a massive countrywide attack on south vietnam though the
communists failed to achieve their tactical and operational objectives
james willbanks claims hanoi won a strategic victory the offensive
proved that america s progress was grossly overstated and caused many
americans and key presidential advisors to question the wisdom of
prolonging combat willbanks also maintains that the communists laid
siege to a marine combat base two weeks prior to the tet offensive known
as the battle of khe sanh to distract the united states it is his belief
that these two events are intimately linked and in his concise and
compelling history he presents an engaging portrait of the conflicts and
singles out key problems of interpretation willbanks divides his study
into six sections beginning with a historical overview of the events
leading up to the offensive the attack itself and the consequent battles
of saigon hue and khe sahn he continues with a critical assessment of
the main themes and issues surrounding the offensive and concludes with
excerpts from american and vietnamese documents maps and chronologies an
annotated list of resources and a short encyclopedia of key people
places and events an experienced military historian and scholar of the
vietnam war willbanks has written a unique critical reference and guide
that enlarges the debate surrounding this important turning point in
america s longest war

History Up to Date
2015-02-23

examining one of the defining events of the twentieth century doris l
bergen situates the holocaust in its historical political social
cultural and military contexts including firsthand accounts from
perpetrators victims and eyewitnesses her book is immediate human and
eminently readable

History Up to Date
2005-03-29

The Palgrave Concise Historical Atlas of the
First World War
2015-11-15
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The Story of the Civil War
1899

The Story of the Civil War a Concise Account of
the War in the United States of America Between
1861 and 1865 Part I. O the Opening of the
Campaigns of 1862
1933

The Story of the Civil War
2008

The Tet Offensive
2016

War and Genocide

Concise War Stories of Independent India
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